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Introduction

E-commerce is still a relatively new management area. Many e-
commerce companies continue to make the same mistakes and
keep on reinventing the wheel. Even though the Internet contains
a lot of information, this is often fragmented and shallow, and real
insights and depth are lacking. What really can help online
retailers is a comparison of their results with those of their direct
competitors. For this reason, the Ecommerce Foundation and
Ecommerce Europe have jointly launched the Ecommerce
Benchmark.

The Ecommerce Benchmark is a perfect example of how
associations can create benefits that companies cannot realize on
their own. As we speak, several national e-commerce associations
are implementing the benchmark in their countries. As a result,
more and more retailers can learn from others all over the world.

This report is based on results from the Ecommerce Benchmark and
focuses on the Retail sector. In total, 1068 retailers completed the
benchmark. On the basis of their anonymous results, this reports offers
you more information about the differences between sub-industries,
company sizes and countries, but also differences between pure players
and omnichannel players. In addition, these figures are complemented
with the views of leading fashion professionals and directors of national
associations.

In conclusion, this Ecommerce Benchmark & Retail Report 2016 contains
valuable information and insights with which you can continuously
improve your e-commerce company. Naturally, for even more detailed
information we heartily recommend you to complete the Ecommerce
Benchmark yourself.

“The Ecommerce Benchmark is here for you!’’

Eveline Poerink
Project Manager Ecommerce Benchmark
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What is the bounce rate and why is it important?

39,78%

44,75%

35,52%

40,96% 41,19%

44,30%
41,40%

Bounce rate per industry
What is the bounce rate?
The bounce rate indicates how many visitors leave a page without clicking through. A high
bounce rate can have various reasons. Some examples are long loading times, poor
readability or unresponsive web design for mobile devices.

Google Analytics is an easy tool to measure your bounce rate

The importance of the bounce rate
Lowering the bounce rate is an important task for an online shop
manager. A high bounce rate indicates that visitors are less
interested in your online shop. Google measures the quality of a
website to give relevant and quality results when searching. The
bounce rate is one of the many scores Google uses to measure the
quality of your website.

Bounce rate in different industries
In the Fashion industry you see that the bounce rate is slightly
lower than in other industries. The reason for this is that people do
not know exactly what they are looking for. As a result, people will
click through and look for other items.

Best 

Performance:

Fashion



Bounce rate differences per country and company size

40,38%

40,07%

38,94%

38,34%

38,34%

37,82%

37,08%

34,87%

33,08%
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Bounce rate per country

44,39%

36,92%

35,08%

33,20%

1 tot 25

25 tot 100

100 tot 250

250+

Bounce rate distinguished in size based on total 
FTEs 

The bounce rate is connected with company size
The bounce rate percentage is lower when there are more FTEs. The larger a company,
the more employees are responsible for the quality of the website. Smaller companies
have a different focus. Their focus is not specific on the landing page, as a result of which
the quality of the landing page will be lower. Because of the lower quality the bounce
rate will increase (Eistrup, 2016).

A quality landing page can lower your bounce rate

Best 

Performance:

India



Pure players vs. omnichannel players

The guidelines Google uses are:
 40-60% Content sites
 30-50% Lead generation sites
 70-98% Blogs
 20-40% E-commerce
 10-30% Online services
 70-90% Landing pages

Omnichannel vs. pure players
Overall the omnichannel players perform better regarding bounce rate than pure
players. Most of the time, pure players have a more specific assortment, making the
store more focused on one category. Omnichannel players have a wider assortment
and cannot display all their products on the landing page(s).

35,52%

44,75%

40,96%

38,19%

47,29%

49,79%

33,37%

41,69%

35,92%

Fashion

Electronics

Food

Bounce rate of pure players vs. omnichannel players

Omnichannel player Pure player Average

Best 

Performance:

Omnichannel

Online shops with a lower bounce rate have a higher percentage of repeat buyers

Bounce rates on various types of websites
A high bounce rate does not need to be a problem. It differs quite a lot between
types of websites. That is why Google has guidelines for bounce rates per website
types. This can tell you whether your bounce rate is good or too high. (Bakker,
2014)

Click here to benchmark your bounce rate! 

https://www.ecommercebenchmark.org/en/


6 practical tips to lower your bounce rate

Lower loading times; every second counts
Loading times bump the bounce rate with 25% if it takes
more than 4 seconds to load.

Avoid browser incompatibility
Make sure that all visitors using different browsers can
access your online shop and use it flawlessly.

Responsive Web Design for mobile
Make sure that your website is responsive to mobile
devices and even smartwatches.

Offer a search bar
Customers prefer searching products through a search
bar as it is fast and easy.

Use the 404 page
When a customer reaches a dead-end, help them back
on the road, as otherwise they might leave.

Pay attention to the content
Do not scare your visitors away with long and boring 
content. 



Peter works at Shoe-d-vision Amba, which forms the headquarters of the Skoringen chain. Skoringen has more than 170 stores spread over Denmark and
Norway and is a shoe retailer. Peter works as a web manager and is responsible for the professionalism and functionality of the company’s online shop.
Peter believes that in 15 years physical stores will still be very important. Consumers expect a service that can only be offered in physical stores. Next to
the physical stores, online shops are becoming increasingly important. Therefore, omnichannel has the future. A customer must be offered the opportunity
to order a product online, and subsequently collect it in a bricks-and-mortar store.

At Skoringen, the bounce rate is very important. The goal is to give as
much relevant information as possible to the customer. In order to get
more insight into the bounce rate level, Peter uses Google Analytics. This
tool is used on a daily basis in order to see whether there are changes in
the bounce rate. It is a great benefit for the customer if only relevant data
is shown on the landing page.

“It is important to make sure that you have relevant
information about your products. This is what customers
are looking for”

Skoringen’s online shop grows very fast, which is also shown by the
statistic of the number of visitors on the website. It is very difficult to have
relevant information for everyone. Therefore, Skoringen wants to use
cookies in the future. With the help of cookies, it will be able to show a
different landing page per customer. This will make the landing page more
relevant for every single customer.

The bounce rate in electronics is very high. Peter believes this is
because people very easily switch to other websites. Potential
customers compare online shops, read the first page and go to another
website to look at the information that can be found there. In fashion
this is very different. A lot of people are still in the “inspiration phase”.
People do not know exactly what they want to buy. Therefore they are
searching through different categories on the website.

Omnichannel players have a lower bounce rate than pure players
because omnichannel companies have a wider assortment. Pure
players are often more of a specialist. When it is quickly clear for a
customer that he will not be able to find the product he wants, he will
leave the page.

Large companies have a lot of manpower to improve the quality of the
website. When companies have more than 250 FTEs, one or two
people are often specifically working on the website. Smaller
companies, up to 25 FTEs, have another focus, meaning there is less
attention for the website.

Interview with an expert: Peter Eistrup

“Visitors are looking for relevant information on your landing page”

Name: Peter Eistrup
Function Title: Webmaster
Company: Shoe-D-Vision
Country: Denmark & 

Norway
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54,31%
51,59% 51,15%

43,20%

56,04%

48,00%

51,94%

Average abandonment basket rate per industry
What is the abandonment basket rate?
To what extent are you able to convert viewers into potential
buyers? The abandonment basket rate is the number of visits
during which at least one product is added to the "basket"
without any transaction being made, divided by the total
number of visits to your website. The lower the abandonment
basket rate is, the better.

Reasons for abandonment
The most important reasons for customers to stop doing their purchase are distraction
during the buying process (24%), an unclear return policy (23%), unable to checkout
caused by not remembering username/password (22%), customers deciding to buy
the product in a physical store (20%) or a lack of international payment or delivery
methods (20%) (Statista, 2015).

Best 

Performance:

Food

Sending an email to customers who abandoned their baskets is a good 
method to lower your abandonment basket rate.

What is the abandonment basket rate and why is it 
important?



Abandonment basket rate per continent

52.36%43.98%

69.00%*

35.00%*

51.71%

Global abandonment basket rates
The abandonment basket rate poses a problem all over the world, but also
a big opportunity. 75% of all customers who have left their basket say they
will come back to complete their purchase. This will not necessarily
happen online, as some customers want to buy new products in a physical
store. Omnichannel players have more sales channels, making it easier to
convince the customer to purchase a product. (Smith, 2015).

Based on a research done in 229 countries, the problem of abandonment
basket rate is in the last phase of the purchase. When customers need to
fill in some personal data, a lot of people stop their purchase. A study done
by the Baymard Institute shows that 43.5% of the customers started to fill
in the checkout form. In the end, only 12.2% of all customers completed
the whole checkout form.

* The number of benchmarks is too low to give reliable insights

Average abandonment basket rate per continent

Click here to benchmark your abandonment basket rate! 

https://www.ecommercebenchmark.org/en/


Differences per company size and inside fashion

50,09%

43,82%

44,31%

52,36%

1 to 25 FTE

25 to 100 FTE

100 to 250 FTE

250+ FTE

Average abandonment basket rate 
based on company size 

Differences per company size
It is interesting to see that companies that have 25 to 250 FTEs score quite a low
percentage. In addition to the large companies you see that smaller companies to
25 FTEs also have a lot of trouble with lowering their abandonment basket rate.

Differences per sub-industry in fashion
Especially baskets that are filled with products that cost less than 110 euros are being
abandoned. This can partly be the explanation why the Men’s and Women’s Fashion
industries perform a little better than the Shoes industry.

Best 

Performance:

Men’s Fashion

50,15% 50,28%

54,60%

53,04%

Men's fashion Women's fashion Shoes Other

Abandonment basket rate within Fashion



Shorten the checkout process
Checkout is one of the most 

biggest reasons for a low 
abandonment rate. When users 

need to go threw a lot of different 
pages you will lose them. 

6 practical tips to lower your abandonment 
basket rate

Shorten the checkout process
A fluent checkout is one of the most common reasons for
a low abandonment rate.

Simplify your forms
Nobody likes to fill in forms. Avoid questions you do not
necessarily need to know.

Use progress indicators
It is important that a customer knows where he is in the
checkout process and how long it will still need.

Be up-front about delivery charges
When you charge extra costs late in the checkout form
people might leave.

Be persistent with the basket summary
You do not want people to leave their basket in order to
check whether all the products are in the basket.

Clearly display contact details
Make sure that customers in need can contact you. If 
they cannot find you, you cannot help them.



Interview with an expert: Aristoteles Papathanasiou

“We wanted to be different, friendly, fast and fresh”

Aristoteles began to work in a warehouse at his father’s company. Subsequently, he studied Business Administration at the University and after his
study he started to work for his father’s company again, but now as a product manager. In this role, he travelled all around the world. After 10 years,
Aristoteles started his own company. Together with his partner Lazaros Felous, he is the owner of Brands4All. Nowadays, he is responsible for
Brands4All’s strategy and marketing. Aristoteles believes it is important for an online shop to know what it offers to a customer. In addition,
knowledge about the quality of products is also very important.

Brands4All has a specific strategy to keep the abandonment basket
rate as low as possible. The quality of products is very important for
Brands4All. Products must offer value for money. In the online shop
there are various kinds of products, but a customer can be sure that
he will not find a product cheaper anywhere else. Brands4All has
high-quality products for an interesting price, which means that the
margins are very low. In addition, it is very important for the
company that all products have European sizes. A customer who
orders a size medium must be able to assume that this is the right
size for him. For European sizes, Brands4All searches actively for
suppliers that can deliver the sizes.

Customers must be able to quickly go through the buying process.
Therefore there are no distractions on Brands4All’s website. For
example, there are practically no ads. Still, there are some ads on
Brands4All’s landing page. Placing ads on the landing page provides
a customer with new inspiration. In just one click, he can go to the
product in which he is interested. Products shown on the landing
page must always be in stock. Therefore, suppliers are selected on
their delivery times and stocks. This way a customer never faces the
problem of product being out of stock.

Products with a low quality score are immediately removed from
the store. The products will also be deleted from the website,
AdWords and Facebook. It is very important for Brands4All to
remove the low-quality products. These will even be removed
when the product produces a lot of traffic to the website or is a
properly selling product.

Brands4All’s target audience is between the ages of 20 and 35. To
reduce the costs per sale, marketing promotion will be specified to
this audience. Brands4All does not use branding, but advertises
with hard selling products. Products are placed with their price on
Facebook, for example. Customers can click on the advertisement
and go directly to the product. Because of hard selling products
the abandonment basket rate is very low.

“An easy checkout form can help you enormously as
it prevents irritations from customers and
consequently decreases your abandonment basket
rate”

Name: Aristoteles 
Papathanasiou

Function Title: CEO & Owner
Company: Brands4 all
Country: Greece, Italy & 

Bulgaria



Interview with an expert: Fotis Antonopoulos 

“ Unexpected cost are the most important reason for customers to abandon their basket”
MyShoe.gr is a Greek online shoe retailer, and a pure player with 40 employees. In 2015 the company was selected as the best Greek e-shop. Fotis is the
company’s e-commerce director and is responsible for the full P&L of the web property. From departmental operations like marketing, logistics and
customer support to the development and execution of strategies, and new technologies. Fotis believes that customer experience is the most important
aspect of an online shop. This is something that they want to continuously improve at MyShoe.gr.

At MyShoe.gr, there is very much focus on the abandonment basket rate.
To measure the abandonment basket rate, Fotis uses Google Analytics.
By applying various custom segments to the data he received, he was
able to identify and improve his strategies. Those strategies vary from
incentivizing with coupons and pop-up offers to working extensively on
the UX/UI features (such as strong call-to-actions, enclosed and one-step
checkout, no-login pages, security call-outs and success page surveys)
and saving abandoned cart sessions for returning customers.

Unexpected secret costs are the key reason for customers to abandon
their baskets, but bad usability features, many exit links, multi-step
checkouts and lack of attention are also important reasons.

It is hard to determine why the abandonment basket rate is going up as a
lot of data is not accurate. Fotis gave the following example: “When you
promise a discount of 30% on everything, your conversion rate will be sky
high. This will boost some indexes and alter the averages. It is important
that you remove this data in order to produce more accurate results.”

“The abandonment basket rate is a crucial KPI in
which every company must follow its own strategy”

Companies with more than 250 FTEs have a higher abandonment
basket rate. These companies are working on large markets and
with large inventories, and produce large volumes of sales. Fotis
believes that these companies have reached a point where people
are curious to see a product, rather than to buy it. Another reason
can be that smaller online shops are able to incentivize with offers
a bit more, on the last steps of the buying process, as their profit
margins are not seriously affected.

According to Fotis, there are no general tips and tricks to lower the
abandonment basket rate. It is a very crucial KPI in which every
company must follow its own strategy. A decreased abandonment
basket rate would automatically translate into a dramatic increase
in sales, so it is good to focus on this KPI. Fotis does have a starting
point to lower the abandonment rate: “Always start with the focus
on the UX/UI.”

19

Name: Fotis
Antonopoules

Function Title: Ecommerce 
Director

Company: MyShoe.gr
Country: Greece
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What is the conversion ratio and why is it important?

1,75%

1,89%

1,58%

1,78%

1,41%

2,06%

Department stores Electronics Fashion Food Home&Garden Specialty stores

Average conversion ratio per industry

Conversion ratio per industry
The average conversion ratio of this research is 1.71%.
According to a study done by Wordsteam, you need to
have a conversion rate of 5.31% if you want to be in the
top 25% of companies. The best 10% of all companies have
a conversion ratio of more than 11%.

What is the conversion ratio?
To what extent are you able to convert visits into actual
orders? The conversion ratio is the number of orders
divided by the total number of website visits.

Best 

Performance:

Home & 

Garden

Be accurate in your description, as a lack of useful 
information can lower your conversion ratio  

Click here to benchmark your conversion ratio! 

https://www.ecommercebenchmark.org/en/


1,97%
1,91%

2,21%

1,55%

High conversion ratio in Perfumery & Cosmetics

Specialty stores per industry
The number of sales within the Specialty Stores industry is rising. There is no
limitation on the online assortment as it is in the physical store. Nowadays more and
more companies will have a larger assortment. As a result, the distinctiveness will
become lower.

The main reason for the difference between Perfumery & Cosmetics and Bikes &
Accessories is that people have to think longer about a purchase in the latter
industry.

Conversion rate: Fashion
Percentage per quarter

Best 

Performance:

Perfumery & 

Cosmetics

Fashion
By the end of the year there are more products out of stock
and people are busy with other things than fashion, for
example the holidays. At the beginning of the new year there
are a lot of sales and this explains that the conversion rate is
increasing in the fist quarter (Schalk, 2015).

Be accurate in your description: a lack of useful information 
can lower your conversion ratio  

2,35%

1,32%

1,36%

1,55%

1,91%

3,02%

Other

Bikes & accessoires

Toys & games

Sport & camping goods

Hobby articles

Perfumery & cosmetics

Conversion rate: specialty stores



Pure players vs. omnichannel players
The difference between pure players and omnichannel players can easily be
explained by the fact that not all visitors for omnichannel players are online
customers. Some will only look for policies or opening hours of physical stores, which
lowers your conversion ratio (Schalk 2015).

Conversion ratio per country

0,99%

1,10%

1,10%

1,44%

1,78%

1,80%

1,88%

1,96%

2,22%

Italy

India

France

Greece

Netherlands

Denmark

United Kingdom

United States

Germany

Average conversion rate per country

2,55%

2,85%

2,10%

1,50%

1,03%

1,92%

1,23%

1,46% 1,38%

0,91%

Germany United States Netherlands Greece Italy

Average conversion ratio of pure players and 
omnichannel players per country

Pure player Omnichannel player

Conversion per country
The average conversion ratio differs quite a
lot per country. This difference can be
caused by several factors, such as trust.

Best Performance:

US Pure Players

Click here to benchmark your conversion ratio! 

https://www.ecommercebenchmark.org/en/


Shorten the checkout process
Checkout is one of the most 

biggest reasons for a low 
abandonment rate. When users 

need to go threw a lot of different 
pages you will lose them. 

6 practical tips to raise your conversion ratio

Do A/B testing
Your goal should be to have at least one and preferably
several A/B tests running at any given time on your site.

Create a clear value proposition
Customers not only want to know what is in it for them,
but also why they should buy from you.

Set up a sales funnel
Do not force customers into buying something. Instead,
set up a well working sales funnel.

Increase trust
There are only 4 reasons why people will not buy from
you: no need, no money, in a hurry or no trust. You
cannot do much about the first 3 reasons, but you can
build trust.

Make it easy to buy from you
Make sure that all conditions are optimized for selling to 
your customer.

Compare with the competition 
Depending on your position in the market, it can be 
valuable to tell consumers that you are the cheapest, 
most reliable or fastest shop. 



Interview with an expert: Matthijs Schalk

“Lack of information is the most important conversion killer”

Matthijs Schalk has worked as an entrepreneur for five years. Before that he worked as an online marketer for an agency for three years. Since then he has
developed into a conversion optimization specialist. Now he is working for many different (e-commerce) companies. He believes there will be a lot of changes in
the future, and most of the changes will take place in the delivery of products. Even though delivery still forms an obstacle for many people with regard to
ordering online at the moment, this will not pose a problem anymore in about 15 years.

A lack of information is a very big conversion killer, for instance when it is not clear
how consumers can use a product or how the product works specifically. Matthijs
gives the following example: “I want to buy an audio streamer, but I do not know
for sure whether the product works for me. I want the new audio streamer to be
able to communicate with other devices in my home. This could be a reason for
not buying the product.” A lot of online shops can improve themselves in this
regard. According to Matthijs, the problem of lack of information is easy to solve:
“Make sure your product description is right and complete. It is especially
important that products that are meaningful for the organization have a good
qualitative product description.”

When your website is completely filled with content, it will increase your findability
in Google. Proper content and a piece of advice on your category page will
eventually lead to extra conversion, but also to a lot of more visitors on your
website.

The conversion ratio in fashion is very low compared to other branches. Matthijs
thinks this is because a lot of products can be found in other stores. Many
customers will look for the cheapest store and do their purchase there.

During the first three quarters of a year, the average conversion rate in the
fashion industry is 2%. In the three months the conversion rate rapidly
decreases to 1.5%. Matthijs believes this has two reasons. At the end of the
year there will be more products out of stock and people will have more
attention for other things.

The conversion ratio in Perfumery & Cosmetics rises far above the rest of the
sub-industries. According to Matthijs, products within that industry are easy
to order for customers.

In is interesting to see that the German conversion rate is very high. An
explanation for this could be that Germans are very prosperous. Matthijs
therefore believes that German consumers more easily decide to shop online
and do not compare a lot of websites before they buy a product.

“To generate more conversion, a good story is the most
important aspect. Believe in your product an invest time and
money in it.”

Name: Matthijs Schalk
Function Title: Online 

Marketeer
Company: freelance
Country: the Netherlands



Interview with an expert: Amanda van der Linden

“The most important thing of an online shop is the idea behind it”
Amanda van der Linden has been an entrepreneur for over two years. She is a conversion optimization specialist and her job is to make a website more
profitable. Two questions that Amanda asks her customers are “What makes your online shop unique?” and “If your webshop stops existing, what is it
people will miss?” These are difficult questions for retailers, but are very important. The most important aspect of an online shop is the idea behind it.
Personalization will grow very fast in the coming years. Nowadays nobody knows how to personalize a website, but in 15 years this will be different. We
might go to a situation where everyone has its own personal website.

For a lot of retailers the landing page of the website is a big problem. Most
of the people already stop continuing the process at the landing page. A
landing page should give confidence to a customer. You have to convince
people that they can trust you.

When you look at a regular physical store you see that there is more trust
and that the conversion rate is much higher. Amanda gives the next
example: “Physical book stores have a conversion rate of 25%. This is much
higher than online bookstores, which have a conversion rate of 1%. A
retailer in a physical store has one big advantage: he can meet the
customer in person and anticipate his behavior. For an online shop this is
much harder to do, but still possible. For example, through doing user
research and using personalization tools.

For most retailers, the conversion rate is an important KPI to consider.
Most of the time it is about averages and this can be very risky. It is
important that you do not only study the last conversion rate, but also your
website’s specific pages. For instance, some shops use blogs to relate to
their products. If these are taken into account in your calculation, the
conversion ratio will be worse than it actually is.

If you look at the use of different devices, you see that the conversion rate
through smartphones and tablets is much lower. Amanda explains that
most people use these devices for orientation purposes these days. People
still have trust issues with ordering and paying through a mobile device. In
addition, the feeling of missing out on important information is also
present on smaller screens. Finally, most mobile sites are not that well
optimized for their specific customers and lack focus.

“What makes your online shop unique and what will
people miss when it does not exist anymore?”

When you like to improve your conversion rate, it is important that you
measure on a small scale and segment your data. Explore per sales channel
what the conversion rate is. Amanda gives as an example that when you
send out an email with a discount, your conversion rate will be much
higher than if people find your online shop through Google. You have to
find out the differences before you can improve you conversion rate
effectively. Verify the details, not the averages. The context has to be right
in order to measure your conversion rate.

Name: Amanda van 
der Linden

Function Title: Conversion 
Optimization 
Specialist

Company: freelance
Country: the Netherlands
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Return percentages per industry

15,98%

12,08%

16,50%

7,62%

9,63%

17,78%

7,60%

Total return percentage per industryWhat is the total return percentage?
The main question behind this percentage is: How good are you at sending the
right product to your customer?

Return percentage per industry
It is not surprising that specialty stores and food have a low return rate. Consumers already know
what they are looking for in a specialty store, and fresh products such as food are hard to return
most of the time.

Consider charging returns if you have a high return percentage

Best Performance:

Specialty stores

A great danger in this regard is return fraud. A 2014
research held in the United States and Canada shows
that this is a very big problem: 10% of all retail returns
are return fraud. This represents an amount of 28.5
billion dollars (26 billion euros). The report also
provides an indication of how many jobs this costs. An
average American person earns 28,378 dollars per
year. When you divide the total sum of return fraud by
the average salary of an American, you see that more
than one million jobs are lost.



Smaller companies have lower return rates

8,89%
8,33%

15,94%

17,41%

1 to 25 25 to 100 100 to 250 250+

Total return percentage compared to total FTEs

Return percentage differs per company size 
Expert Daan Castelijn believes that companies with more than 100 FTEs
have to deal with a higher total return percentage because they have a
bigger budget. Their first priority is to gain as much market share as
possible. They want to sell a lot of products before they look whether they
can get good profit out of their sales.

Best Performance:

Small Companies: 

25 to 100 FTEs

High returns rate are not necessarily bad
Zalando is a great example of a large company that
believes it is not a bad thing to have a high return rate. In
the Netherlands, the company’s first priority was to
outsmart all their competitors before they wanted to
make a profit. This is something that cannot happen for
small companies, they don't have the time and money to
do so.

Be clear about the return policy to avoid 
misunderstanding among customers



Highest return percentage in Northern and Western 
Europe

14.04%

6.44%

10.68%

6.60%*

14.69%

14.91%

11.27%

10.09%

6.00%

Return percentage in Europe
The total return percentage in
North and West-Europe is higher
than in other parts of the
continent. One of the main reasons
for this is that people in Northern
an Western Europe are wealthier.
Consumers in these regions think
longer before they do a purchase,
resulting in less impulse buying. As
a result, consumers are happier
with their purchase and send the
product back less often (Castelijn,
2015).

Focus on Western Europe
When zooming in on
Western Europe, it
becomes clear that the
southern countries have a
lower return percentage,
with France being an
exception.

* The number of benchmarks is too low to give reliable insights
Click here to benchmark your return percentage 

https://www.ecommercebenchmark.org/en/


6 practical tips to lower your return percentage

Ask feedback from customers
Encourage customers to not only specify the reason
why they are returning an item but also to provide
feedback which can qualify the reason of return.

Good product visualization
Add pictures which accurately represent the quality 
of the product and show all important elements. 360-
degree views can really help with this.

Look at products with high returns rates
Identify particular products which have a high return
rate to understand whether there are potential quality
issues that can be addressed.

Size guides
Make sure that you clearly display sizes. If you sell
cross-border, give the opportunity to view the local
sizes of the consumer.

Allow customer reviews
Allow customers to provide product reviews on the
suitability of the product.

Use video
Product videos are a great tool for providing
information to consumers.

 



Interview with an expert: Daan Castelijn

“Putting cost on returning lowers the Return percentage”

Castelijn is a family business which has existed for over 60 years and now has one physical store in the Netherlands. Daan Castelijn works as an e-
commerce manager at Castelijn and is responsible for the website. The combination between the online shop and the physical store will be more
important in the upcoming years. Personal attention will be very important. Customers look on the website, but sill buy the product in the store.
However, it also happens that customers come to the store to look at a product and buy it online.

Castelijn has a very low total return percentage. The most important
reason for this low return percentage is that there are costs for
returns. The number of orders will be somewhat lower, but it saves a
lot of costs too. A different way to return products is to bring them
back to the store. The chance that customers bring the products back
to the store is higher when they have to pay return costs. A big
advantage of this is that customers go to your store where they
possibly see some new products they like.

”Have customers pay for their returns. They will think
twice before ordering a product”

At Castelijn consumers do not have to pay delivery costs when they
buy products for 75 euros or more. Customers usually surpass this
amount, but the delivery costs have a mental effect. They consider
their purchases better even if they do not have to pay delivery costs.

Daan: “We once had a promotion month where one did not have to
pay delivery and return costs. The result was that there were more
orders, but also more returns. There was no reason to make this a
standard policy.”

The return percentage is higher at the end of the year, especially
around Christmas. When a lot of people notice that their clothing
do not fit, the number of return increases. Over the rest of the
year the return percentage stays on a average level.

In fashion the return rate is much higher than in other industries.
The main reason for this is that clothes have different sizes,
different fabrics, etcetera.
Offering the right size to consumers is a challenge and clothes that
do not fit form one of the main reasons for returning them.
Castelijn is in contact with a third party to create a tool for the
website where customers can fill in the size and brand they are
wearing at the moment of ordering. The tool will then convert this
automatically into the size you need for the product you like.

Name: Daan Castelijn
Function Title: Ecommerce 

Manager 
Company: Castelijn
Country: the Netherlands
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Food has the highest percentage of repeat buyers

What does the percentage of repeat buyers mean?
The percentage of repeat buyers is the total number of customers who at least placed
two different orders, divided by the total number of unique customers measured over the
period of one year.

Why are repeat buyers valuable?
Repeat buyers are very important for a company. The chance that a customer returns for a
new purchase rises every time that the customers comes back. After one purchase the
chance that a customer returns is 27%, but after three purchases this is 54%.

Returning customers spend more money. The top 10% of your customers spend three
times as much money than the other 90% of your regular customers. The top 1% of your
customers even spend five times as much. (RJMetrics, 2014)

Repeat buyers spend more money during busy times. A lot of companies get their revenue
in one special period of the year. People that come to your store more than once spend
more money during this special period. A repeat buyer spends an average of 25% more
than normal.

Besides the fact that a repeat buyer spends more money, he will also share his experiences
with others. On average, after 10 repeat purchases the customer will tell seven others
about your store. In comparison, after one purchase a customer will only tell three people.
(McEachern, 2015)

Best 

Performance:

Food

37,00%

27,47%

32,50%

46,57%

19,99%

28,30%

Department
stores

Electronics Fashion Food Home&Garden Specialty store

Average repeat buyers per industry 



250+ FTE companies have the most repeat buyers

28,00%

31,00%

pure player

omnichannel player

Percentage repeat buyers distinguishing 
omnichannel and pure players 

25,02%

34,88%

36,83%

37,09%

1 tot 25

25 tot 100

100 tot 250

250+

Percentage of repeat buyers per different company 
size

Omnichannel players encounter more repeat buyers
Omnichannel players only get slightly more repeat buyers
than pure players. Therefore, the number of repeat buyers is
not really influenced by the presence of a physical store.

Consumers return to trusted companies
Trust is very important and consumers usually trust are store they a familiar with.
Most of the time larger companies are better known to the public, which explains
the higher percentage of repeat buyers among large companies.

For smaller companies it is very important to gain trust. A trustmark on your
website will definitely help in this regard.

Best 

Performance:

Large 

companies

Analytics shows us that a low bounce rate correlates 
with a higher percentage of repeat buyers



Western European customers are the most loyal

31,71%
32,53%

29,60%

24,78%
26,30%

North West East South Central

Percentage repeat buyers in European regions

Repeat buyers within Europe
Western Europe is developed in terms of e-commerce, and they are
far ahead of other regions in Europe. For instance, in Southern
Europe there are significantly less repeat buyers. This primarily has to
do with the fact that people in this region have less money to spend
and do not yet trust the Internet enough. (van der Stokker, 2015)

Reliability is a key element for loyal customers

Best 

Performance:

Western 

Europe

Click here to benchmark your repeat buyers percentage! 

https://www.ecommercebenchmark.org/en/


6 practical tips to gain repeat buyers

Lifetime value over transactional value
Realize a returning customer is far more valuable
than one single transaction.

Go for a no-brainer upsell
For example, offer a belt after you sold a pair of
trousers.

Stay in touch
Staying in touch is commitment towards a
customer after he/she bought a product. After
sales commitment takes effort but offers great
benefits.

Remind a customer of what you offer
Inform a customer of everything that you have to
offer.

Offer complementary products
Complementary products are a great source for
repeat buyers.

Reward/encourage loyalty
Give your customers concrete reasons to buy from
you again.



Interview with an expert: Mark van der Stokker

“Make sure you do what you promise”

Bags and suitcases specialty store Duifhuizen started as a family company in a small building in a small village called Oud-Beijerland in the Netherlands
in 1953. Since then Duifhuizen has extended to 28 physical stores and a successful online shop. Duifhuizen is one of the largest providers of travel
products, bags, suitcases and accessories. Mark works as an e-commerce manager at Duifhuizen and is responsible for all the online activities.
Together with a team of 23 employees he works to optimize the online shopping experience on a daily basis.

A very important part of the online shop and the physical store is that
the communication to the customer is identic in both stores. The
feeling and experience the customers feel will always come back in the
online shop. That is where Duifhuizen makes the difference.

“Everybody can create a good online shop nowadays, but what really
makes the difference is customer care”, says Mark. “How you are
dealing with your customers is where it is all about. When your
customer care is from a high level, customers will come back.

Of course things can go wrong, but companies should make sure that
they come up with a good solution for both them and the customer.
Mark gives the following example: “A customer once saved a lot of
money for a bag and naturally demanded one of high quality. She
expected to enjoy the bag for many years, but the bag tore on the
seam. There was no warranty in this regard from the supplier.
Duifhuizen felt this was wrong and the customer could exchange the
bag free of charge. Companies are not forced to solve the problem this
way, but we felt we were. With this, one surpasses the customer
expectation. The chance of a repeat buyer will increase, and the
customer will also tell her friends and family about the service.”

There is a special policy at Duifhuizen to increase the number of repeat
buyers. This is all about who the customer is and what he finds important.
In all of Duifhuizen’s communication activities, personal attention is very
important. Besides customer care, personal attention is something for
which customers will return.

In general, companies with more than 250 FTEs have a higher number of
repeat buyers. Especially when one compares them to smaller companies
with up to 25 FTEs. The main reason for this is that larger companies have
more money to spend on the focus of a specific target group. They can
focus more on how to approach the customer, but also on how to make
sure a customer returns. In addition, the assortment size is also an
important factor.

“Take a close look at the products that you sell and make
sure you do what you promise. And remember: customer
care is also a reason for customers to return.”

Name: Mark van der 
Stokker

Function Title: Ecommerce 
Manager 

Company: Duifhuizen
Country: the Netherlands
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Fashion industry grows the fastest

21,57% 21,76%

37,23%

32,80%
34,58%

17,50%

36,41%

Online growth rate per industryGrowth in the fashion industry
The online fashion industry has grown for years, but the actual growth is in fact declining. The
British fashion industry’s growth percentage was 17.9% in 2009, which increased to 21.9% in
2010 and reached 20.2% in 2011. the last few years, this rate was under 20% and for 2016 and
2017 a growth of 10% is expected. (Statista, 2015) This shows that the online fashion market is
becoming more and more mature.

Therefore, it is interesting to see that the fashion companies achieved an online turnover growth
of nearly 40%. The market might be slowing down in its growth but the companies within this
market are certainly not.

Growth in other industries
In the United States the food sector is the largest online retail category. Even though only 1% of
all purchases in food happens online, this still results in an online turnover of 6 billion dollars
(5.5 billion euros). In 2018 about 3% of the food revenue is expected to be achieved from online
sales. This would amount to about 18 billion dollars (16.5 billion euros) in online food sales.
(Smith, 2015)

What is the online growth rate?
The online growth rate is calculated in the following manner in the Ecommerce Benchmark: the total amount of online orders at your company divided by the total turnover of your
organization. This rate shows the importance of your company’s online department.

Best 

Performance:

Fashion



Online growth of pure and omnichannel players

42,08%
39,71%

20,50%

13,75%

25,45%

18,71%

48,10%

36,36%

1 to 25 25 to 100 100 to 250 250+

Online growth: omnichannel vs. pure players

Pure player Omnichannel player

Becoming an omnichannel player
In 2013 a research study was carried out in the Netherlands about the need of pure
players to open their own physical stores. 60% of the respondents said they were
interested in this, but the opening of a shop-in-shop was also an option. (Emerce, 2014)
One of the largest online shops in the Netherlands (Coolblue) is a great example of a
pure player that opened its own physical store. And also in other countries, more and
more online retailers open physical stores.

Besides the advantages for customers – such as touching and holding the product –
companies can create a better experience for their brand. By creating a good customer
experience, a smaller amount of products will be returned. This will result in lower
overhead costs and improve efficiency. (Kercheval, 2014)

Growth explained
A logical explanation of the fast growth of companies to 100 FTEs is that these
companies do not have a very big start revenue when founded. In this case the online
growth percentage will be very high. It is easier to double your revenue when it is not
yet very high. For omnichannel players with only a small number of FTEs it is hard to let
the online shop grow. Most of the time, these companies established the online shop in
a later stadium. There is not enough personnel to focus completely on the online shop.

Best Performance:

Medium to large omnichannel players



Europe is the fastest growing region in the world

+34,24%+20,38%

+30,00%*

+12,58%

+39,18%

+31,72%

+32,44%
+27,5%*

+45,62%

Europe
Many European countries have a highly developed e-commerce market as a result of
which the online growth of companies in Europe is very high. Still, there are large
differences between countries. In Southern and Eastern European countries online
trading is still lagging because consumers there have less money to spend and still have
trust issues regarding buying through the internet.

Global
Compared to other regions, the European e-commerce market is
very mature, especially compared to the Asian-Pacific region.
Still, this continent also has some major e-commerce countries,
including China, the world’s largest online trading market.

Click here to benchmark your repeat buyers percentage! 
* The number of benchmarks is too low to give reliable insights

https://www.ecommercebenchmark.org/en/


6 practical tips to improve your online turnover

Test your CTA
A/B testing your call to actions could improve your
conversion and revenue drastically.

Define your best selling products
This provides you with great information about your
customers. Why do they visit your shop and buy
these particular products.

Stay in touch
Loyalty is getting more important, so staying in 
touch is a great tactic.

Good product images
Eye-catching images can really set the tone for a
product.

Add user reviews
Ask your customers to add a comment on products
they purchased.

Upselling and cross-selling
Upselling and cross-selling are great ways of
raising your revenue.



Fill in the Ecommerce Benchmark yourself!

21 free KPIs
The Ecommerce Benchmark allows you to benchmark 21 KPIs. These 21 KPIs are based on the Bonsing | Mann model. You can
compare yourself in five different stages of the customer journey and we add four Financial & Organizational KPIs, so that you
also know how you are performing financially. It is not required to fill in all the KPIs, so if you do not know some KPIs this does not
pose a problem.

Real-life report
After you have filled in the 21KPIs, you will receive your own real-life report. In this report you can see how your business is
performing compared to your competitors. Based on your KPIs, you will receive a score, showing in which part of the customer
journey you excel and in which part you should improve yourself.

Free reports with insights, tips and tricks
Besides your own personal real-life report, the Ecommerce Foundation also publishes other benchmark reports. These reports are
based on industries, countries or sectors and offer great insights.

The Ecommerce Benchmark allows e-commerce businesses to compare themselves with competitors. The
benchmark tool is an initiative from the Ecommerce Foundation. Over a 1000 companies have already
completed the Benchmark and benefit from the advantages the Benchmark offers!

www.ecommercebenchmark.org

https://www.ecommercebenchmark.org/en/


About the Ecommerce Foundation

Ecommerce Foundation
Raadhuisstraat 22
1016 DE AMSTERDAM
The Netherlands
Tel: +31(0)20 261 28 30
Email: info@ecommercefoundation.org

@EcomFound

Ecommerce Foundation

Vision
Online and omnichannel selling companies have great difficulties keeping pace with the rapid rise of e-commerce. Companies
often make the same online mistakes that other companies already made. Practical knowledge and know-how is available on the
Internet but the information is fragmented and often shallow, lacking real insights and depth. The pressure on online selling
companies is further increased by the continuous introduction of new technologies on a global level.

Mission
Our mission is to facilitate the development of practical knowledge, insights and learnings for which individual institutions,
associations and B2C selling companies do not have the (financial) resources and/or capabilities. By combining collective goals
and efforts, the Ecommerce Foundation is able to realize research, reports, benchmarks and studies that could not have been
realized on an individual basis.

Services
The foundation is developing and offering several research services, such as the Ecommerce Benchmark, the EcommerceWiki and
study trips.

The Ecommerce Foundation is an independent non-profit organization, initiated by worldwide national e-commerce
associations and online and omnichannel selling companies from industries such as retail, travel & finance. By combining
collective goals and efforts, the Ecommerce Foundation is able to realize reports on e-commerce facts and figures, e-commerce
benchmarks, research, studies and publications that can not be realized on a national or individual basis.

https://twitter.com/EcomFound
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1926641?trk=tyah&trkInfo=clickedVertical:company,clickedEntityId:1926641,idx:1-1-1,tarId:1438855098077,tas:ecommerce fou
https://www.ecommercefoundation.org/research
http://www.ecommercebenchmark.org/
https://ecommercewiki.org/
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Disclaimer
Colophon

Disclaimer
All information has been carefully compiled and checked and is believed to be accurate. However, no responsibility is assumed for inaccuracies. All information in this
report is for general information purposes only and is provided for the convenience of the user. All rights reserved.

In no event shall the Ecommerce Foundation be liable for any damages relating to use of this report or related to information in this report. The Ecommerce
Foundation makes no representations or warranties of any kind, express or implied. Damage and warranty claims arising from the use of this report are excluded.

Intellectual property rights
All intellectual property rights of the information and data used in this report are owned or licensed by the authors as represented by the Ecommerce Foundation. All
contents contained in this report (texts, trademarks, illustrations, photos, graphics, files, arrangements and other things) are protected by copyright laws and other
protective laws, and may not be reproduced, republished, distributed, transmitted, displayed, broadcast or otherwise exploited in any manner without the express
prior written permission of the Ecommerce Foundation. The Ecommerce Foundation owns the copyright and other rights of the composition of this report.

The Ecommerce Foundation has done its utmost to settle the intellectual property rights of all information used in this report, including but not limited to texts,
trademarks, illustrations, photos, graphics, files, and arrangements. Anyone who nonetheless is owner of intellectual property rights of material used in this report,
please contact the Ecommerce Foundation so that the material can be removed or a suitable arrangement can be made.

Use
This report is for personal and non-commercial use only, without altering or removing any trademark, copyright or other notice from the content. It is prohibited to
reproduce, adapt or distribute this information without prior written permission of the Ecommerce Foundation.

If you have any specific questions related to this report, please contact us.
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